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' BMAP
DIPOLE MAGNET FIELD ANALYSIS AND ORBIT TRACKING

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates, Albuquerque, New Mexico

and
Rose Mary Baltrusaitis, Carl Ekdahl and Carlton Young

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico
and

Charles Warn
EG&G Energy Measurements, Las Vegas, Nevada

INTRODUCTION

BMAP is a versatileprogram for field analysisand orbit tracking in dipole
magnets. The program was created to aid the design of charged-particle
magnetic spectrometers in Group P-14 of Los Alamos National Laboratory
The program is written in Pascal• The original version handles arrays of up
to 40,000 field values and runs on any IBM-PC computer or compatible. A
new version, written in machine-transportable Pascal, uses double precision
variables and has a capacity of 200,000 mesh points. This program runs on
386/387 or 486 PCs with8 MB of total memory.

Figure 1. Electron orbits through the 45 degree DARHT spectrometer at 19, 20
and 21 Mev. Parallel input beam. Bold lines show Main Map Outline

590 © 1994 American Institute of Physics
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BMAP has application to particle orbit calculations in dipole magnets with
field symmetric about a midplane. The program can handle complex magnet
boundaries, field gradients, and multiple magnets that share a symmetry
plane. The basic data structure is the field map, an array of vertical field
values on a square grid at the magnet midplane. For magnet analysis, the
values can be entered from expenmental measurements in a simple ASCII
format. For design work, the program has a variety of options to simulate
realistic maps of magnets with complex boundaries.

As a design tool, BMAP is similar in function to Raytracel. In comparison,
Raytrace is more general. It handles several types of optical elements and
allows rotations about the main orbit. To achieve this generality, Raytrace
may define several local coordinate systems along the main particle trajectory
referenced to theoretical magnetic field boundaries. The code user must
expend some effort to understand the program and to convert the numerical
output to a coordinate system referenced to the physical boundaries of the
magnets.

BMAP is not as comprehensive as Raytrace - it is limited to one or more
dipole magnets that share a symmetry midplane. Nonetheless, for bending
magnets and spectrometers BMAP gives a better picture of particle orbits in
physical coordinates. The program uses a fixed reference system and has
powerful interactive graphics capabilities. In particular, BMAP can
superimpose magnetic contour and orbit plots. Furthermore, BMAP uses
modern parsing methods to process the input control file - preparation of run
command sequences is straightforward and well-documented. Finally, BMAP
is specifically designed for experimentally measured field pro;'i!_sand makes
more accurate orbit calculations.

Section B reviews features and capabilities of BMAP and the utility programs
MMAP and BGraph. MMAP creates realistic dipole field maps given an outline
for the pole boundarj and coefficients for the edge field variation. BGraph is
an interactive graphics post-analysis program for constructing screen and
hardcopy graphs from BMAP plot files. The user can choose entities and shift
plot boundaries for the best display. BGraph makes several types of plots,
including field contours, orbits projected in the symmetry plane, vertical
motion of charged particles, and particle distributions in an inclined detector
plane. Section C shows examples of output and briefly describes
spectrometer designs and benchmark tests carried out to date.

BMAP CAPABILITIES

Reference 2 reviews the physical basis of BMAP.The basic assumption is
that the dipole magnet produces a predominantly vertical field symmetric
about the z = 0 plane. BMAP uses a second order field expansion to
determine values of Bx(x,y,z), Bv(x,y,z) and Bz(x,y,z) from an array of
midplane values BT(x,y,O)defined on a square mesh. The term map
designates an array ofmidplane vertical field values in a rectangular region.
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Maps can be created from experimental values or can be constructed for
design studies using the MMAP program or a variety of utility commands in
BMAP.

The BMAP input control file consists of a sequential array of standard
commands with required or optional parameters. The input parser accepts
comment lines and a variety of delimiters and formats. As a result, the input
files can be structured and self-documenting. The program has
comprehensive diagnostics to report syntax errors, mis_ng input files, and
incorrect numerical input. The BMAP Reference Manual_ describes the syntax
of each command and also contains a command dictionary grouped
according to function. Table 1 shows an input command file to set up the
Main Map of Fig. 1.

Table 1
BMAP Command File to Set Up a Field Map

DARHT 01. Contour plot to check field map creation

MAINMAP 120 80 0.25

* Read the input map

INPUTFILE C: \BMAP\BUFFER\DMAP. MAP

* Move input map to main map with no changes

TRANSLATE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

* Reverse direction of field for electrons

MMULT MAIN -i.0

GRAPH ON

* Make a contour map of good field region and edge

CONTOUR MAIN 2 1150.0 2288.5

* Save the map in a binary file

SAVEMAP C:\BMAP\BUFFER\DARHT.BIN

ENDFILE

To begin a BMAP run, it is necessary to define the field map. The first step
is to enter field values into the Input Map. The Input Map is a dynamic data
structure used only during field construction. Values can be obtained from
files of experimental values, the MMAP utility, or from internal BMAP
commands that define edges and uniform field regions. Once the Input Map is
complete, it is transferred to the Main Map with user-defined displacement,
rotation and over-ride option. The process can be repeated any number of
times. In this way, it is possible to construct complex field patterns or to enter
multiple experimental magnets and shift their locations. Once the Main Map is
complete, the Input Map is disposed to free memory for orbit calculations.
BMAP can make a binary file of the resulting Main Map for quick field
definition in following runs.

BMAP can make versatile contour plots and list field values or arrays from
both the Input and Main maps to check the field definition process. The
program also computes average field values and standard deviations over
specified regions. Several contour plot commands with different parameters
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can be issued. BMAP stores each plot as a numbered entity in a plot file. The
BGraph utility can interactively plot these entities, either singly or in
combination. Plots of orbits in the z =0 plane, vertical orbits, and particle
distributions in a detector plane are handled in the same way.

BMAP can make orbit calculations after setting up the Main Map. There are
two modes: ray and distribution tracking. In the ray tracking mode, BMAP
follows individual orbits for a beam with a given particle mass, charge and
incident kinetic energy. The initial conditions for an individual ray are defined
by its positions and inclination in a source plane. The source plane can be
either inside the field map or outside at a given distance. For the external
option, the program assumes free drift from the source to the map boundary.
There are several options to stop rays: 1) maximum total distance, 2) striking
a pole face, 3) reaching the map boundary, and 4) crossing a specified
inclined dstector plane. The last two options use interpolation to a reference
plane for high accuracy - the output listing also includes transit time

formation for isochronous systems. With Option 3, the program can project
orbits a given distance beyond the map boundary in a field-free drift region.
This is a useful feature to locate horizontal or vertical focal points. With Option
4, the detector plane can be either inside or outside the map, separated by a
drift space. Table 2 shows the command file to generate the particle orbits of
Fig. 1.

Table 2
BMAP Command File to Track Rays to a Detector Plane

DARHT 02. Detector plane identification

* Load the binary file from the previous run

GETMAP C:\BMAP\BUFFER\DARHT.BIN

* Add magnetic field contours to the plot file

CONTOUR MAIN 2 -2288.50 -i150.00

* Set up the main'axis and source plane

AXIS INTERNAL 0.00 14.00 0.00

* Stop particles at any boundary and project 35 cm beyond
RAYSTOP BOUNDARY 35.00

* 20 MeV electrons

BEAM 0.0 20.0E6 -i.0

* Track three parallel rays from different horizontal positions

RAYPLOT START

RAY -i.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RAY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RAY 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RAYPLOT END

ENDFILE
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The distribution mode operates in conjunction with the Detector Plane
stopping option. BMAP calculates a main orbit and marks its position in the
detector plane. Next, the program generates a large number of rays from a
source plane normal to the main axis./here are several options for ray
generation, including circular and rectangular sources, individual angular
spreads in the horizontal and vertical directions, and random or uniform
distributions in position and velocity. There is also an option to generate a
uniform spatial grid of orbits to identify optical aberrations. In the distribution
mode, BMAP makes plot file entries of ray positions in the source and inclined
detector planes. The program also lists the main orbit intersection with the
detector plane in absolute coordinates, the relative coordinates and arrival
times of other rays, and computes the mean and standard deviation of ray
positions about the main orbit in the horizontal and vertical directions.

I o °-- o
..:':
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Figure 2. BMAP distribution plot for detector plane geometry of Fig. 1.
Horizontal width: 2.0 cm, ve_'cal width: 2.0 cm. Light circles: Incident
electron positions. Dark circles: detector plane pos_'ons.

APPLICATIONS AND BENCHMARKS

To date, we have used BMAP for three applications. Figure 1 shows
calculations for a spectrometer for high-resolution energy measurements on
the DARHT accelerator at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The simulated
field distribution was created with the MMAP utility using edge field
coefficients derived from Poisson calculations. The figure shows
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superimposed magnetic field contour lines and electron traces. The
boundaries of the main map are marked in bold. Using data similar to Fig. 1 to
locate a plane at the point of horizontal focus, we could find ray distributions
using the detector plane stopping option. These runs gave information on the
energy resolution, including effects of optical distortions, beam emittance,
and field variation normal to main axis. Figure 2 shows a distribution plot for
incident particles randomly distribution over a 2 cm width in the horizontal
direction and 0.5 cm width in the vertical directions with a 5 mr horizontal
angular divergence. The light circles are particle locations projected in the
source plane, while the filled circles are locations in the inclined focal plane of
Fig. 1. We made similar design studies for a permanent magnet proton
spectrometer for neutron energy distribution measurements.
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Figure 3. Measurements and absolute predictions of the horizontal focal
position versus electron energy for the WHEBYspectrometer.

The most extensive use of BMAP was to design a permanent magnet
Compton spectrometer for gamma ray energy distributions. Reference 3
gives a detailed description of the WHEBY spectrometer. WHEBY is a large
permar'_nt magnet dipole with shaped pole edges. The pole face area was
810 cm '=.Electrons enter and exit at a 45 degree angle relative to the pole
faces. The geometry provides good horizontal focusing to an extended
detector plane over the broad energy range 10 to 24 MeV. The magnet also
gives partial vertical focusing over the full energy range..Fabrication of the
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WHEBY magnet was based entirely on BMAP design simulations. After
assembly, calibration experiments were carried out at the EG&G electron
linac. A scintillator screen, located in the com _uted detector plane, was
observed with a television camera and optica digitizer for precise
measurements of beam position and spot size. Figure 3 shows the absolute
calibration of horizontal beam position over the full energy range. The
measured positions agreed with BMAP predictions to within the accuracy of
existing energy diagnostics on the linac. Figure 4 shows predicted and
measured values for the vertical beam size. Within the limits of accuracy of
beam emittance measurements, the predictions and measurements were in

good agreement. 3.5 ....
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Figure 4. Measurements and absolute predictions of the vertical beam height
in the WHEBYspectrometer as a function of incident electron energy.
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A. INTRODUCTION

This study had two purposes. The first was to set up a three-

dimensional electron-photon transport problem using the ACCEPT

computer code. The one example supplied by RSIC is simple and

fails to demonstrate several features of the program. The input

files generated for this report show most techniques for geometry
input to ACCEPT and are useful templates for future runs. The

second goal, in response to a request by Carl Young, was to
calculate energy deposition in GaAs detectors in the WHEBY for a

given flux of electrons. In particular, Carl posed the following
questions.

i. What is the energy and charge deposition in bare GaAs

chips as a function of incident electron energy?
=

2. What is the effect on the response of the detector of the
addition of an aluminum base plate that can scatter
electrons?

3. What is the detector response with aluminum plates added
top and bottom?

4. What is the signal coupling between channels induced by

electron and photon transport?

Figure 1 shows the detector geometry supplied by Carl. GaAs chips

are mounted on a 0.16 cm thick aluminum plate. Electrons from the

WHEBY magnet enter at an angle of 30 ° relative to the plate
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O
bbundary. The GaAs chips have a square base with dimensions 0.5 x

0.5 cm and a height of 0.15 cm. They are mounted on both the top

and bottom of the base plate with a center-to-center spacing of
0.225 cm when viewed from the beam axis.

The first step in a run using the ITS codes is to generate

material interaction information using XGEN. I entered the
following information in the file DETECT.XIN.

tfATERIAL GA 0.482 AS 0.518
DENSITY 5.32

MATERIAL AL

DENSITY 2.70

ENERGY 25.0

TITLE

WHEBY DETECTORS

In the ACCEPT runs, Materia]. 1 was GaAs and Material 2 was
aluminum.

Figures 2 and 3 show the representation of the detector

geometry in the ACCEPT runs. Figure 2 is a top view with a
section of the aluminum plates and 5 adjacent detectors

represented. The axes were referenced to the beam direction - the

plate was tipped 30 ° . The beam was a uniform cylinder of

electrons directed along z centered on the main detector (Number

3). In the first sequence of runs to determine energy deposition,

the beam had no angular divergence and had a radius of 0.55 cm

(area = 0.9503 cm2). Figure 3 shows a view of the detector

assembly viewed from the beam source. The dashed line marked

Sequence 1 is the beam cross section for the first set of runs. I

made runs at three electron energies (i0, 16 and 24 MeV) with no

aluminum supports, with a central base plate, and with additional

plates top and bottom (Fig. 3). Appendix 1 lists the ACCEPT input

file for the three-plate geometry at an electron energy of 16

MeV. Inspection of this well-commented example in conjunction

with Appendix E of the TIGER Series Manual I may help to clarify
geometry input to ACCEPT.

B. ENERGY AND CHARGE DEPOSITION

ACCEPT lists total energy and charge deposition broken down by

zones per incident electron. TABLE 1 contains energy deposition
results for Zone 3, the main detector centered on the beam axis.

The tabulated quantity is MeV deposited per incident electron.

ACCEPT divides energy deposition into three categories: i) energy

loss from the primary beam caused by collisions with background

electrons, 2) energy transport out of the Zone by knock-on
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electrons, and 3) energy deposition by all photon processes.

TABLE 1 gives results for the three geometries and three incident
beam energies.

TABLE 1

Energy deposition
Raw Data: 0.55 cm radius beam

(MeV/incident-electron)
Zone 3: Central detector

RUN GEOMETRY TE(MEV) ENERGY(MEV)

Primary Knock-on G-sec Total

04 No plate i0.0 0.1983 -0.00627 0.00088 0.1929

05 1 plate i0.0 0.2426 -0.00358 0.00177 0.2408

06 3 plates i0.0 0.3303 -0.00273 0.00225 0.3298

i0 Single 16.0 0.2181 -0.00121 0.00141 0.2074

01 No plate 16.0 0.2407 -0.01082 0.00221 0.2321

02 1 plate 16.0 0.2845 -0.00812 0.00267 0.2791

03 3 plates 16.0 0.3437 -0.00935 0.00274 0.3425

07 No plate 24.0 0.2623 -0.01653 0.00303 0.2488

08 1 plate 24.0 0.3244 -0.01792 0.00479 0.3113

09 3 plates 24.0 0.3649 -0.0]077 0.00551 0.3597

We can define a more useful measure by calculating the

deposited energy per electron incident on the cross-section_l
area of detector. This area is 0.5 cm x 0.15 cm = 0.0750 cm _. The

source area gives 1.0523 electrons/cm 2 so each electron
represents 0.0789 electrons incident directly on detector.

Therefore, we multiply the results in TABLE 1 by 12.67. The

inherent assumption is that the spot size in the WHEBY for an

energy group is much larger than detector.

TABLE 2

Normalized Energy Deposition

MeV/(electron directly incident on detector)
Zone 3: Central detector

RUN GEOMETRY TE(MEV) ENERGY(MEV)

04 No plate i0.0 2.444

01 No plate 16.0 2.941

07 No plate 24.0 3.152

05 1 plate i0.0 3.051

02 1 plate 16.0 3.536

08 1 plate 24.0 3.944

06 2 plates i0.0 4.179



" 03 2 plates 16.0 4.340o

09 2 plates 24.0 4. 558

The aluminum plates gave a significant increase in detector

response. The response was almost flat over the energy range with

plates top and bottom. Electrons scattered in from the plates

compensated scattering out of the detector zone at low energy.

The deposited charge calculated by ACCEPT was a negative

number, representing knock-on electrons driven out of the

detector volume by the primary electrons. Therefore, the detector

accumulated a net positive charge through the exit of electrons.

TABLE 3 summarizes total deposited charge results. The small
quantity is dominated by statistical variations. On the average

over the range, the detector losses about 1 electron charge for

each i0 to 20 primary electrons incident on the detector.

TABLE 3

Normalized Total Deposited Charge

(Charge per electron incident on Detector 3)

RUN GEOMETRY TE(MEV) CHARGE

I0 Single 16.0 -0.096

04 No plate i0.0 -0.048

01 No plate 16.0 -0.091

07 No plate 24.0 -0.109

05 1 plate i0.0 -0.010

02 1 plate 16.0 -0.041

08 1 plate 24.0 -0.i00

06 2 plates i0.0 -0.068

03 2 plates 16.0 -0.000
09 2 plates 24.0 -0.021

C. CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

The definition of interference between channels is somewhat

ambiguous. To estimate this quantity, I picked a source radius of
0.2 cm so that the beam irradiated the main detector (Zone 3)
with no direct electrons in the other detectors. Note that ACCEPT

only handles a circular source cross-section - a rectangle



• 6xtended in y would be more appropriate to WHEB¥.) Figure 3 plots
the source outline, denoted as Sequence 2. TABLE 4 summarizes

results. The tabulated quantity is MeV deposited per incident

electron in the 0.3 cm radius beam. As expected, the coupling

between the central channel (Detector 3) and downstream channels

(Detectors 4 and 5) was stronger than that to upstream channels

(Detectors 1 and 2). Furthermore, aluminum plates increased the

signal strength in all channels and also raised the coupling to
nearby channels.

TABLE 4

Energy deposition per incident electron
0.2 cm source radius

(MeV/incident-electron)

No aluminum plate

RUN Te Detectl Detect2 Detect3 Detect4 Detect5

14 i0 6.285E-05 3.523E-03 1.154E+00 1.232E-01 1.772E-02

ii 16 5.562E-05 2.321E-03 1.367E+00 9.758E-02 3.933E-02
17 24 7.292E-05 2.221E-03 1.496E+00 4.279E-02 7.470E-02

Single aluminum base plate

RUN T e Detectl Detect2 Detect3 Detect4 Detect5

15 I0 3.223E-03 4.774E-02 1.383E+00 1.891E-01 5.686E-02

12 16 1.418E-03 1.912E-02 1.606E+00 1.939E-01 9.148E-02

18 24 6.382E-04 8.116E-03 1.777E+00 1.294E-01 1.177E-01

Aluminum plates top and bottom

RUN Te Detectl Detect2 Detect3 Detect4 Detect5

16 I0 4.734E-03 4.G72E-02 1.642E+00 2.224E-01 9.074E-02

13 16 1.738E-03 2.053E-02 1.855E+00 2.139E-01 1.4828-01

19 24 1.657E-03 1.038E-02 1.941E+00 1.444E-01 1.593E-01

TABLE 5 summarizes relative signals in adjacent channels for

different energies and geometries. The coupling is strongest at

low incident electron energy and with surrounding aluminum

plates. The highest coupling between overlapping channels (top

and bottom) is about 14 per cent.



TABLE 5

Relative signals for a central detector signal
normalized to 1.000

T e = i0 MeV
Upstreaml Upstream2 Downstreaml Downstream2

0 plate 5.45E-5 3.05E-3 1.07E-I 1.53E-2

1 plate 2.33E-3 3.45E-2 1.37E-I 4.11E-2

3 plates 2.88E-3 2.97E-2 1.35E-I 5.53E-2

Te = 16 MeV
Upstreaml Upstream2 Downstreaml Downstream2

0 plate 4.07E-5 1.70E-3 7.17E-2 2.88E-2

1 plate 8.83E-4 1.19E-2 1.21E-I 5.70E-2
3 plates 9.37E-4 1.lIE-2 1.15E-I 7.99E-2

T e = 24 MeV
Upstreaml Upstream2 Downstreaml Downstream2

0 plate 4.87E-5 1.48E-3 2.86E-2 4.99E-2

1 plate 3.59E-4 4.57E-3 7.28E-2 6.62E-2

3 plates 8.54E-4 5.35E-3 7.44E-2 8.21E-2
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APPENDIX 1

ACCEPT INPUT FILE

GEOMETRY WITH ALUMINUM PLATES TOP AND BOTTOM

ECHO 1

TITLE

RUN03. WHEBY DETECTORS (GaAs, 3 A1 plates, 16 MeV)

* Determine energy deposition for a given flux of electrons
* GaAs detectors of area 0.075 cm2 mounted on 0.16 cm

* aluminum plate

* Aluminum plates top and bottom
* Electron beam radius of 0.55 cm nter coincident with

* center of Detector 3 (Z3).

************************* GEOMETRY ********************************
GEOMETRY 1 i

*************************

* i) Detector 1 (Top)
RPP -0.950 -0.450 0.00 0.15 -0.780 -0.280

* 2) Detector 2 (Bottom)
RPP -0.725 -0.225 -0.31 -0.16 -0.390 0.ii0

* 3) Detector 3 (Top)
RPP -0.500 0.000 0.00 0.15 0.000 0.500

* 4) Detector 4 (Bottom)
RPP -0.275 0.225 -0.31 -0.16 0.390 0.890

* 5) Detector 5 (Top)
RPP -0.050 0.450 0.00 0.15 0.780 1.280

* 6) Aluminum support plate
BOX -0.70 0.00 -1.20 1.5000 0.00 2.5981

0.00 -0.16 0.00 -0.866 0.00 0.500

* 7) Aluminum reflection plate top
BOX -0.70 0.31 -1.20 1.5000 0.00 2.5981

0.00 -0.16 0.00 -0.866 0.00 0.500

* 8) Aluminum reflection plate bottom
BOX -0.70 -0.31 -1.20 1.5000 0.00 2.5981

0.00 -0.16 0.00 -0.866 0.00 0.500

* 9) Main propagation region
RPP -1.70 1.00 -0.80 0.80 -1.200 2.000

* i0) Surrounding void
SPH 0.00 O. 00 0.00 4.00

END

************************
* Zone i: Detector 1

Z1 +i

* Zone 2: Detector 2

Z2 +2

* Zone 3: Detector 3

Z3 +3

* Zone 4: Detector 4

Z4 +4

* Zone 5: Detector 5

Z5 +5



o '& Zone 6: Middle aluminum plate
Z6 +6

* Zone 7: Upper aluminum plate
Z7 +7

* Zone 6: Lower aluminum plate
Z8 +8

* Zone 9: Propagation region
Z9 +9 -i -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8

* Zone I0: Surrounding escape void
ZI0 +i0 -9

END

0.0375 0.0375 0.0375 0.0375 0.0375 0.480 0.480 0.480 1.000 1.0
*******MATERIAL ASSIGNMENT**********
* MAT ECUT PTCZ

1

1

1

1

1
2

2

2

0

0

************************* SOURCE ********************************

ELECTRONS

ENERGY 16.0

CUTOFFS 0.25 0.25

POSITION -0.225 0.075 -1.20
RADIUS 0.55

DIRECTION 0.0 0.0

************************* OUTPUT OPTIONS ************************
ELECTRON-ESCAPE

NBINE I0

NBINT 4

PHOTON-ESCAPE

NBINE i0

NBINT 4

ELECTRON-FLUX 1 5

NBINE i0

PHOTON-FLUX 1 5

NBINE i0

************************* OTHER OPTIONS ***********************

HISTORIES i0000

BATCHES I0
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